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Opinion
Glossary

Divergent natural selection: selection that either acts in contrasting directions

between two populations, usually with reference to ecological differences

between their environments (e.g. large body size confers high survival in one

environment and low survival in the other), or that favors opposite extremes of

a trait within a single population (i.e. disruptive selection).

Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities: hybrid dysfunction arising from negative

interactions (epistasis) between alleles at two or more loci; an allelic

substitution at a locus causes no reduction in fitness on its own genetic

background, but leads to reduced fitness when placed on the alternative

background.

Ecologically dependent post-mating isolation: a form of extrinsic reproductive

isolation that occurs when the intermediate phenotype of hybrids leads to

reduced fitness in parental environments and when intermediate environ-

ments are either lacking or highly restricted.

Effect size of a speciation gene: the positive increase in total reproductive

isolation that resulted from divergence between populations at the locus.

Extrinsic reproductive isolation: forms of reproductive isolation that are

dependent on the ecological setting; in some cases, these can disappear in

an ecologically altered lab environment or if environmental conditions in

nature change.

Genealogical discordance: differences among loci in their gene trees.

Immigrant inviability: a form of extrinsic reproductive isolation arising from

natural selection against individuals that immigrate into foreign habitats,

because such immigrants are maladapted to that environment.

Intrinsic reproductive isolation: reproductive isolation that is not strongly

dependent on the ecological setting, the most common example being intrinsic

genetic incompatibilities causing hybrid sterility or inviability, even in benign

lab environments (other examples exist, such as mating signal or gametic
The long-standing goal of finding genes causing repro-
ductive isolation is being achieved. To better link the
genetics with the process of speciation, we propose that
‘speciation gene’ be defined as any gene contributing to
the evolution of reproductive isolation. Characterizing a
speciation gene involves establishing that the gene
affects a component of reproductive isolation; demon-
strating that divergence at the locus occurred before
completion of speciation; and quantifying the effect size
of the gene (i.e. the increase in total reproductive isola-
tion caused by its divergence). Review of a sample of
candidate speciation genes found that few meet these
criteria. Improved characterization of speciation genes
will clarify how numerous they are, their properties and
how they affect genome-wide patterns of divergence.

What are speciation genes and why study them?
Understanding the genetic basis of speciation is a long-
standing goal in evolutionary biology, but many questions
remain unanswered or debated [1–3]. For example, how
many genes contributed to speciation? What are their
effect sizes? Are the same genes involved repeatedly in
independent speciation events? Did mutations involved in
speciation arise de novo or from older standing genetic
variation? How prevalent are Dobzhansky-Muller incom-
patibilities (see Glossary) compared with additive genetic
effects? Are changes at regulatory sites or coding regions
more likely to underlie speciation? Likewise, are particular
classes of gene, such as transposable elements or male-
expressed loci, or classes of mutation, such as gene dupli-
cations, involved more often in speciation compared with
others?

The solutions to such questions are of broad interest not
only to geneticists, but also to ecologists and evolutionary
biologists in general, as they will help clarify the process of
speciation and, hence, the origins of species diversity. For
example, the rate of evolution at genes underlying specia-
tion will help decide the relative roles of natural selection
and genetic drift in species formation [1,4]. The classes of
gene involved, and their phenotypic effects, will help de-
termine the roles of adaptation to environment and geno-
mic conflict in speciation, andwhether selection is typically
divergent, favoring different alleles in different popula-
tions, or parallel, amplifying chance differences [4]. Genes
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underlying speciation can also be used to test theoretical
models that make predictions about the effect size and
physical location of genes in the genome [1,5].

The genes to help answer these questions are ‘speciation
genes’, which we define as those genes whose divergence
made a significant contribution to the evolution of repro-
ductive isolation between populations. Our definition con-
trasts with most previous definitions that consider a
speciation gene to be any gene contributing to a contempo-
rary component of reproductive isolation between popula-
tions or species (Table 1). Here, we outline steps to
identifying a speciation gene and evaluate a sample of
known candidates.

Most of the first specific genes put forth as speciation
genes affected intrinsic hybrid sterility or inviability. Our
second goal is to broaden coverage of the many forms of
reproductive isolation, including extrinsic components,
whose genetic basis remains largely unknown. We end
by summarizing what has been learnt so far about the
mechanisms of speciation from speciation genes. We do not
incompatibilities that are independent of ecological setting).

Reproductive isolation: genetically based barriers to gene flow between

populations or species.
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Table 1. A sample of earlier definitions or usages of the term ‘speciation gene’a

Quotation Ref.

‘by ‘‘speciation gene’’ we merely mean any gene that reduces hybrid fitness’ [78]

‘speciation genes are those that contribute to reproductive isolation, often in the form of hybrid inviability,

sterility, or behavioral aberration. This definition can include genes that cause isolation owing to physiological,

behavioral or even ecological factors.’

[18]

‘until recently, the genes that cause reproductive isolation remained black boxes. Consequently, evolutionary

biologists were unable to answer several questions about the identities and characteristics of ‘‘speciation genes’’’

[79]

‘this perhaps unfortunate term, which is now entrenched in the literature, refers to any locus that causes

reproductive isolation, whether in F1 or later generation hybrids, and whether the gene was amongst the

first to cause isolation or not’

[2]

‘speciation genes restrict gene flow between the incipient species and related taxa’ [55]

‘a gene that contributed to the splitting of two lineages by reducing the amount of gene flow between them’ [6]

aThe definition by [6] is closest to our definition discussed in this article.
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provide a comprehensive review of genes affecting repro-
ductive isolation, which can be found elsewhere [1,6,7].
Rather, using key examples, our aim is to sharpen discus-
sion on what genes can reveal about the speciation process.
Along the way, we make several assumptions (e.g. genes
underlying divergent adaptations might have a role in
extrinsic reproductive isolation). These are motivated by
the early stage of the field and the need to start somewhere,
thereby paving avenues for future work.

Criteria for speciation genes
We propose that identifying a speciation gene involves the
following steps: (i) demonstrating that the gene has an
effect on a component of reproductive isolation today; (ii)
demonstrating that divergence at the locus occurred before
speciation was complete; and (iii) quantifying the ‘effect
size’ of the gene at the time it diverged; that is, the degree
to which divergence at the locus increased total reproduc-
tive isolation.

Past definitions of speciation genes invoke criterion (i)
above. By our definition, population divergence at a speci-
ation gene increases the total amount of reproductive
isolation (for simplicity, ‘divergence’ here refers to evolu-
tion at the locus, whether or not it led to fixation of distinct
alleles; we also recognize that, in special cases, substitu-
tion of the same allele in two populations might increase
reproductive isolation). It follows that this divergencemust
occur before reproductive isolation between populations is
complete, necessitating criterion (ii). Not all genes affect-
ing reproductive isolation today had a role in the process of
speciation [1,8]. Instead, many ‘post-speciation’ genes will
have diverged instead after the completion of speciation
(i.e. after reproductive isolation is complete, or is so strong
that little further evolution of it can occur), thereby dupli-
cating the effects of genes that diverged earlier in the
process. By contrast, speciation genes meet our definition
even if reproductive isolation is presently incomplete. In
such cases, one cannot predict whether speciation will
eventually be completed, but we nevertheless learn about
the process of speciation (i.e. the evolution of reproductive
isolation) in the meantime. We retain the term ‘speciation
gene’ here, albeit via amodified definition, rather than coin
a new term, because ‘speciation gene’ is entrenched in the
literature and encapsulates our main points.

It is possible that post-speciation genes are informative
about the evolution of reproductive isolation generally.
However, we cannot evaluate this until we clearly distin-
guish genes that diverged during and after speciation.
There are good reasons to suspect that genes that diverge
during speciation will differ from those that diverge after.
For example, if there is gene flow between populations,
then genes that diverge before speciation is completemight
require stronger selection or more specific genetic architec-
tures to fix than those that diverge after. Later-fixing genes
also have more chances for epistatic effects on reproductive
isolation [5,9]. Nevertheless, a good place to start is to find
genes thatunderlie components of present-day reproductive
isolation, considering them as candidate speciation genes
until direct evidence is obtained of their contribution to the
speciation process. Eventually, information will emerge on
speciation genes in taxonpairs differing in their strengths of
total reproductive isolation, enabling the contribution of
genes to various ‘stages’ of the speciation process (i.e. from
beginning to end) to be understood.

Our definition of a speciation gene emphasizes the
magnitude of the increment of a gene to total reproductive
isolation at the time of its divergence, which we call its
‘effect size’. This leads to criterion (iii). The effect size of a
speciation gene might be small if numerous genes are
involved in a given component of reproductive isolation.
For example, the number of genes underlying intrinsic
post-mating isolation between 36 taxon pairs (mostly Dro-
sophila) was estimated to be 18 genes on average [1], and
was as large as 191 in the case of Drosophila simulans and
Drosophila melanogaster [10]. Moreover, total reproduc-
tive isolation can result from the cumulative effects of
multiple components of isolation [1,11–13], which can limit
the effect size of a given gene still further. The concept of
effect size is straightforward when applied to genes that
made stand-alone increments to total reproductive isola-
tion. However, sometimes only the later-fixing gene of a
pair (or set) of interacting genes led to an immediate
increase in reproductive isolation, whereas the earlier-
fixing gene had little or no effect at the time of its diver-
gence. In such cases the effect size of the later-fixing gene is
assigned retroactively to both members of the pair. Effect
size is difficult to measure but there is little option if we
wish to distinguish the genes that mattered to speciation
from those that did not (Box 1).

Candidate speciation genes
It is only with technological advancesmade during the past
decade or so that numerous genes underlying reproductive
isolation have been robustly identified and analyzed at the
161



Box 1. Estimating speciation effect sizes

Ideally, effect size would be estimated by how much a gene increased

total reproductive isolation. Practically, the effect size of a candidate

speciation gene is often estimated from its current effect on a specific

component of reproductive isolation. Estimating effect size will then

also require estimation of the fraction of current reproductive

isolation contributed by a given component. The magnitude of

reproductive isolation (RI) caused by a component is often quantified

using indices ranging from 0 (no effect) to 1 (complete RI) [1,11,13].

The effect of a gene on present-day RI can be estimated crudely as: (RI

contributed by a component � effect of the gene on that component).

For example, OdsH reduces fertility of male hybrids between

Drosophila simulans and Drosophila mauritiana by half (with other

nearby genes required to confer full sterility) [28,80]. Hypothetically, if

hybrid male sterility represented half the total reproductive isolation

between the two Drosophila species, then the effects of OdsH on the

total current reproductive isolation would be estimated as

0.5 � 0.5 = 0.25, or 25%. When a gene has effects on more than one

form of reproductive isolation, such estimates should incorporate the

contribution of the gene to each form affected. All such estimates will

be biased if components of reproductive isolation interact, will be less

accurate if simultaneous divergence occurs at many loci, and are

prone to detection limits, which make large effect sizes easier to

document.

Despite these issues, progress can be made. Take the case of the

QTL locus YUP in Mimulus monkeyflowers, which strongly affects

both flower color and pollinator isolation between Mimulus cardinalis

and Mimulus lewisii [1,6,7]. Current total isolation between these

species is strong (>0.99) and arises via the combined effects of

multiple components [1]. Although pollinator isolation on its own is

strong (=0.976), total reproductive isolation between species would

remain high even in its absence, because of the effects of the other

barriers. From Table 2 of Ramsey et al. [1], we estimated that total

isolation in the absence of pollinator isolation would be 0.957

(averaging across estimates of reproductive isolation in each direc-

tion). If pollinator isolation is completely due to the result of the YUP

locus, and if YUP is the most recent speciation gene to diverge, the

effect size of YUP would be � 0.99–0.957 = 0.033, approximately 3%.

By contrast, if YUP was the first gene to diverge (an unlikely scenario

[11,13,81,82]), its effect size could be as large as 0.976.

These calculations demonstrate that estimating effect size is

challenging, but that upper and lower bounds can be obtained.

Future work should also consider the degree of progress towards

complete fixation of alternative alleles at speciation genes, because

no matter the effect of an allele on phenotype (i.e. reproductive

isolation) greater genetic divergence will result in stronger reproduc-

tive isolation.
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DNA-sequence level [1,14–16]. How strong is the evidence
that they are speciation genes? To answer this, we com-
pared examples from the literature against our criteria
(Tables S1 and S2 in the supplementary material online).
Our goal was to illustrate the application of our criteria
using a sample of candidate genes, rather than to provide a
comprehensive review. Much attention has been given to
genes causing intrinsic hybrid sterility or inviability,
which can be readily assessed in the laboratory (but see
[6,17,18]). We also searched for genes underlying pre-mat-
ing sexual isolation and gametic incompatibility [19–23]
and genes that contribute to extrinsic, ecologically based
components of reproductive isolation [4,12,24]. We found
few examples of genes underlying genetically based extrin-
sic isolation, a situation that we regard as unsatisfying,
given that such isolation is often strong in nature
[4,12,13,25]. To compensate, we tabulated cases of genes
under divergent natural selection between populations
and species, on the assumption that these genes contribute
in some way to extrinsic isolation [4,12,24]. Examples
other than those listed in Tables S1 and S2 in the supple-
mentary material online exist, but those considered span a
range of reproductive barriers and illustrate our main
points, providing us with a starting point for evaluating
genes and the speciation process.

Genes affecting components of reproductive isolation

today

The strength of evidence that a given gene is the cause of
reproductive isolation varies greatly. The strongest evi-
dence comes from studies that have mapped reproductive
isolation to a candidate gene and then used experimental
methods, such as positional cloning, gene replacement or
knockout, gene expression assays and transgenic manip-
ulations, to confirm the gene involved. Most examples that
initially drew attention involved genes causing intrinsic
post-mating isolation in Drosophila, and include Odysseus
(OdsH) [26–28], hybrid male rescue (Hmr) [29,30], lethal
162
hybrid rescue (Lhr) [14], nucleoporin 96 (Nup96) [31] and
nucleoporin 160 (Nup160) [16].

In other cases, reproductive isolation has been mapped
to a genomic region (i.e. a quantitative trait locus, QTL)
and a candidate gene within the QTL identified. In these
cases, the involvement of the gene in reproductive isolation
remains correlative because its effects are yet to be disen-
tangled from those of physically linked genes. For example,
thewingless gene resides within a QTL affecting wing color
differences and sexual isolation between two species of
mimetic Heliconius butterflies [32]. Other examples are
triosephosphate isomerase (Tpi), a gene within a QTL
contributing to temporal isolation between populations
of Ostrinia nubilalis corn borers [33]; pentatricopeptide
repeat (PPR) genes, which lie within QTL for cytoplasm-
dependent anther sterility in Mimulus monkeyflower
hybrids [34,35]; calcium-dependent protein kinase
(CDPK), which lies within a QTL for immigrant inviability
owing to salt intolerance in Helianthus sunflowers [36],
and Lysin and Bindin, which correlate with gametic com-
patibility in spawning invertebrates [23,37,38].

In a third class of examples, the evidence is even more
indirect, consisting of cases in which a specific gene has
been found to affect a phenotypic trait known to be under
divergent natural selection between the contrasting envir-
onments of the parent species. Such selection contributes
to reproductive isolation if parental individuals have diffi-
culties growing and surviving in the wrong environment
before hybridization can occur (‘immigrant inviability’; c.f.
[12]), or if hybrids suffer ecologically based reductions in
fitness [24,25,39]. An example of such a gene is Ectodys-
plasin (Eda), which is the major locus controlling differ-
ences in the number of bony lateral plates between wild
marine and freshwater stickleback populations [40]. Lat-
eral plate number is probably under divergent selection,
with a high plate number being advantageous in marine
environments where toothed predators are abundant
[41,42], and disadvantageous in freshwater habitats where
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Figure 1. Inferred timing of divergence at Nup96, a gene that causes intrinsic post-

mating isolation between Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila simulans. The

species, which currently exhibit complete reproductive isolation, split

approximately 1–3 million years ago [77]. Depicted are the replacement:silent

substitution ratios mapped onto the phylogeny of the D. melanogaster group of

species (results shown are for fixed differences; an indel and an insertion are not

depicted). Bold branches indicate those in which Nup96 experienced significant

positive selection. All substitutions present in D. simulans occurred before the split

with Drosophila mauritiana, indicating that divergence at Nup96 was not recent,

although the exact timing of divergence in relation to the completion of speciation

is unknown. Modified, with permission, from [31].
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Figure 2. An example of a method to infer that divergence at a candidate speciation

gene occurred before the evolution of complete reproductive isolation (following

[27]). Depicted are gene trees for different types of loci (e.g. candidate speciation

genes versus other loci, such as neutral genes). (a) Hypothetical gene flow between

species (depicted by arrows) is prevented (large ‘X’) at speciation genes. Horizontal

bars represent speciation events. (b) The candidate speciation gene Tpi resides in a

QTL underlying temporal reproductive isolation between two strains of Ostrinia

nubilalis corn borers. A phylogeny based on this gene clearly sorts the two strains:

grey lines, Z-strain individuals; black lines, E-strain individuals. However, a

phylogeny based on Ldh, which has no known effects on reproductive isolation in

these same strains, fails to sort the strains. A possible explanation is that gene flow

has occurred frequently at Ldh since the time of divergence at Tpi, implying that

reproductive isolation was not yet complete when Tpi diverged. Results for three

other genes were similar to those shown for Ldh. Numbers by the nodes represent

bootstrap support. Reproduced, with permission, from [33].
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low-plated fish have faster growth rates [43,44] and possi-
bly better survival in the presence of invertebrate preda-
tors [45]. Similar examples include pituitary homeobox 1
(Pitx1) in stickleback [46,47], melanocortin-1 receptor
(Mc1r), Agouti-signaling protein in mice [48,49], and the
long-wave-sensitive opsin gene in cichlids [50]. However, in
all such examples to date, the effects on extrinsic repro-
ductive isolation have yet to be directly measured.

Finally, there are examples in which reproductive iso-
lation has beenmapped to a QTL, but a candidate gene has
yet to be identified. Examples include QTLs affecting
immigrant inviability in host races ofAcyrthosiphon pisum
pea aphids [51]; temporal isolation between host races of
Rhagoletis flies [52]; intrinsic post-mating isolation be-
tween various plant taxa [22] (reviewed in [53]); and sexual
isolation in Laupala crickets [54]. These QTL studies
inform about the location of genomic regions involved in
speciation, but further work identifying specific genes is
required to address questions about the nature (e.g. classes
of gene and number of mutations) of genetic changes
involved in speciation.

Timing of divergence

How much is known about the timing of divergence of
candidate speciation genes? The criterion that divergence
takes place before the end of the speciation process is
automatically met in examples in which reproductive iso-
lation is not now complete. Two cases are PR domain
containing 9 (Prdm9) and Overdrive, which affect hybrid
sterility between subspecies in house mice (Musmusculus)
and fruit fly (Drosophila pseudoobscura), respectively
[15,55].

Timing of divergence is more difficult to determine for
species already completely reproductively isolated. In such
cases, approaches are available to help establish timing of
divergence after the fact. One approach uses phylogenetic
methods. For example, the gene Nup96 interacts with
Nup160 to cause intrinsic hybrid inviability between D,
melanogaster and D. simulans [16,31]. Because reproduc-
tive isolation arises from their interaction, both genes
would need to have diverged before the evolution of com-
plete reproductive isolation for either of them to be consid-
ered a speciation gene. Mapping nucleotide substitutions
atNup96 onto the known phylogeny of theD.melanogaster
species group revealed that each substitution in the D.
simulans lineage was relatively ancient, having occurred
before the split with its sister species, Drosophila maur-
itiana [31] (Figure 1). This rules out a late fixation event,
but it remains uncertain whether Nup96 diverged before
D. melanogaster split from the common ancestor of D.
simulans.

A second approach compares gene genealogies of candi-
date speciation genes to genealogies of genes not involved
in the speciation process, such as unlinked neutral loci. The
logic is that genes affecting reproductive isolation do not
flow readily between the species, and if they cease to flow
before the time of gene flow cessation at neutral loci, then
their divergence must have occurred before gene flow
between the species ceased [8,27,56]. The pattern pre-
dicted in such a case is discordance between the genealo-
gies of speciation genes and other loci (Figure 2) [57,58].
Speciation genes should ‘reflect species boundaries’,
whereas loci not involved in speciation might, for example,
show little phylogenetic resolution, or group taxa by geo-
graphic location [59,60]. An example stems from the pher-
omone races of O. nubilalis, where only genealogies for a
[()TD$FIG]
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gene lying within a QTL for reproductive isolation showed
pheromone race exclusivity [33]. A similar pattern occurs
for OdsH [27].

Although this approach is promising, the degree of
genealogical discordance required to be confident that a
gene diverged before gene flow ceased requires further
study. In general, coalescent-based approaches, such as
the isolation-with-migration (IM) model are now common-
ly used to tease apart the effects of divergence time and
gene flow on neutral loci [57]. Such approaches could also
be applied to speciation genes, although their efficacy is
complicated by potential selection acting on such genes
[57].

Effect size of a speciation gene

The amount of reproductive isolation that already exists
between populations limits the degree to which the subse-
quent divergence at a gene can increase reproductive
isolation (i.e. it limits the effect size of a gene). For exam-
ple, a gene that completely sterilizes hybrids has an effect
size of only 1% if, at the time of its divergence, it reduced
total reproductive isolation from 99% to 100%. Estimating
effect size will be especially difficult if divergence occurred
long ago and many different barriers to gene flow have
evolved. Nonetheless, as described in Box 1, upper and
lower bounds might still be estimated. In many circum-
stances, the effect of a gene will be underestimated because
redundant effects of other genes that diverged later will
mask the contribution of the target gene at the time of its
divergence. Nevertheless, an underestimate is better than
no estimate at all and provides a conservative measure.

Other than zero, is there a minimum effect size for a
gene to be considered a speciation gene? It is too soon to
answer this question definitively, as we currently lack
information on the distribution of effect sizes, and even
small effects might be important. Reproductive isolation at
the level of 95% will often enable ecologically divergent
populations to coexist and maintain their distinctiveness,
as is seen in many host races of phytophagous insects
[12,61] and in sympatric stickleback [62]. A gene that
raised the total to 100% reproductive isolation (i.e. effect
size = 5%) would staunch all gene flow, enable populations
to diverge further by stochastic processes and perhaps
ensure that speciation is not reversed [63,64]. Conversely,
a gene that brings total reproductive isolation from 0% to
5% will not by itself have as much impact, although it can
make it slightly easier for later genes to diverge [1,17].
These examples suggest that the effect size of a speciation
gene is related, but not identical, to its importance in the
speciation process. A small effect size will render a gene
‘less’ of a speciation gene in the quantitative, but not in the
qualitative, sense. If many genes with small speciation
effect sizes exist, a more ‘genomic’ view that considers how
individual genes are arrayed in the genome and how they
interact might best characterize the speciation process.
Such a finding would inform general understanding of
speciation.

Candidate speciation genes: conclusions

Although the number of candidates is growing, only a few
genes identified so far come with sufficient evidence to be
164
called speciation genes (Tables S1 and S2 in the supple-
mentary material online). The clearest examples are those
known to affect hybrid sterility between incompletely re-
productive isolated taxa [15,55]. Such genes have large
speciation effect sizes, assuming that other components of
reproductive isolation only manifested in the wild have not
been overlooked. What evidence is usually lacking? Above
all else, we lack estimates of effect size. The example of the
YUP locus in Box 1 demonstrates how it is possible to put
bounds on effect size.

Speciation genes and the mechanisms of speciation
Candidate speciation genes have already provided
information about the speciation process. Particularly
in animal taxa, there is evidence that genes causing
reproductive isolation were influenced by natural selec-
tion. First, an increasing number of genes are being dis-
covered whose alternative alleles affect phenotypic traits
that are adapted to contrasting environments. These
genesmight contribute to extrinsic reproductive isolation.
In some cases, the mechanism of selection affecting
the gene is indicated from comparative or functional data
and even selection experiments [44,48]. Second, several
discovered genes underlying intrinsic post-zygotic isola-
tion show molecular signatures of positive selection
[1,2,16,17]. In one case, Overdrive, the mechanism of
selection appears to be intragenomic conflict rather than
agents of external environment ([15], but see also [65–67]),
but it is too early to say whether intragenomic conflict is
responsible in other examples. Inmost cases, themechan-
isms of selection are not yet known. Recent reviews sug-
gest that persistent directional selection on speciation
genes is less pervasive in plants [6,7]. Future work will
determine whether there are consistent differences
between major taxa in the evolutionary dynamics of
speciation genes.

Candidate speciation genes are also informative about
the importance of two classes of speciation via natural
selection. In one class, divergence results from divergent
natural selection between contrasting environments (‘eco-
logical speciation’) [4,25,68]. Under this process, different
alleles at speciation genes are favored in different popula-
tions because of environmental differences in salinity,
predation, water availability, disease, light spectrum,
and so on (e.g. [40,44,48,50]). In other words, selection
favors divergence, and reproductive isolation is its by-
product. Candidate genes underlying extrinsic isolation
represent genes putatively involved in ecological specia-
tion. In the other class, divergence results despite equiva-
lent or parallel selection pressures on different
populations, because each population experiences and fixes
a different sequence of mutations at speciation genes (‘mu-
tation-order speciation’) [4,9,63,69]. Natural selection
drives alleles to fixation, but initial divergence itself is
stochastic. Genes that divergedunder intragenomic conflict,
suchasmeiotic drive [15,16,65,66,70] and cytonuclear inter-
actions [35], provide the most compelling evidence for such
mutation-order effects. Divergence occurs because the
mutations that cause drive, and mutations that counter
drive, are unlikely to be the same in different populations.
Interestingly, many cytonuclear incompatibilities in plants
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are highly polymorphic [6], perhaps because selection is
frequency dependent, inwhich case changes atmultiple loci
will be required to produce substantial reproductive isola-
tion between populations.

The results to date also show that intrinsic post-mating
isolation usually results from the interaction of at least
two genes [1,14]. Such so-called ‘Dobzhansky-Muller
incompatibilities’ are evidence that, despite the low fit-
ness of hybrid gene combinations, the path of divergence
probably did not occur against the force of selection [1].
Finally, speciation can involve the divergent resolution or
silencing of duplicate genes [6,71,72], but the mechanism
by which this occurs, whether selection or drift, deserves
further attention.

Candidate speciation genes also provide insights
into the role of genetic architecture in speciation with
gene flow. According to theory [5], gene flow leads to
recombination that breaks down existing associations
between genes under selection and genes underlying
pre-mating reproductive isolation. This erodes existing
pre-mating isolation between populations and stalls
further divergence (‘selection and recombination antago-
nism’). This antagonism can be eliminated or diminished
in at least three major ways, all of which appear to occur
in nature, but with data currently too limited to infer
their relative importance. The first is when the genes
under selection and those causing reproductive isolation
are one and the same (i.e. pleiotropy), as might occur
for genes affecting host preference in Drosophila [73].
The second scenario is when pre-mating isolation arises
via the fixation of the same allele in both of two diverging
populations (the ‘one-allele mechanism’), as is probable in
Drosophila persimilis [74]. Third, antagonism between
selection and recombination might be lessened when
genes underlying pre-mating isolation and those
experiencing divergent selection are physically linked
on a chromosome, as might occur in pea aphids [51],
butterflies [32] and crickets [54]. Such linkage is facili-
tated when the underlying genes reside in chromosomal
rearrangements, but even then theory indicates that
physical linkage must be tight to resolve selection and
recombination antagonism [75,76]. Collectively, these
examples illustrate how speciation genes can shed light
on the process of speciation.

Conclusions and future directions
Genes causing reproductive isolation have been called
‘speciation genes’. Here, we outlined a modified definition
and the criteria to meet it. Our survey of examples high-
lights the work that remains to be done to better charac-
terize speciation genes. For example, some genes expected
to lead to extrinsic isolation have been identified, but their
effects on reproductive isolation have yet to be measured.
For candidate speciation genes affecting all types of re-
productive isolation, future studies need to consider the
timing of divergence relative to the completion of specia-
tion. Work is needed to better establish the degree of
genealogical discordance required to infer timing of diver-
gence confidently and retroactively. Finally, the challeng-
ing, yet crucial, task of determining the effect size
of speciation genes must be tackled, particularly across
different stages of the speciation process. Recent advances
in genomic technologies facilitate the precise study of
larger numbers of genomic regions [3]. Thus, future stud-
ies of speciation genes will further inform the number,
effect size, genomic distribution and types of gene involved
in speciation. Such data will unravel how individual spe-
ciation genes are embedded within the collective genome
and are likely to reveal the mechanisms driving and con-
straining speciation.
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